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Written for beginning Russian studentsRussian: Face to Face (Morris, Vyatyutnev, and Vokhmina)

applies the latest in communicative methodology and is illustrated with up-to-date photographs,

drawing, realia, and maps. Twenty chapters at each level help teach a wealth of language functions

that develop and expand your studentsâ€™ ability to communicate in a range of situations.The fully

integrated componentsâ€”including textbooks workbooks, audiocassettes, and videosâ€”forms a

proven program that develops communicative skills. It is 496 pages in length.
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I found both this book, and the Level Two edition (called Intermediate on ) to be very good. I lived in

Russia for about 6 monthes, and before and after this I used these books to self-study Russian. I

tried a number of other books, both easier and harder, and found this one worked the best for me. It

is a good mix of vocubulary, grammer, and a holistic approach to Russian which I enjoyed. It is

easier than the college textbooks I worked with, and provides more stand-alone exercises to drill in

the material. With the more advanced textbooks I tried, they provided too many rules too quickly and

not enough drills to force you to memorize them. In a classroom environment this might be ok, but

for me this approach worked much better. The book is geared to a young audience, probably mostly

high school students, but not annoyingly so. You can also get tapes with both books. These are a

bit pricey, but useful for doing the listening and pronunciation drills.

I bought this book for my Russian language course and am very pleased with the ease of the



content.I had some self study in Russian but was unable to make alot of progress,with this book and

the workbook I find it very easy to learn Russian.However,I must say that if you are not comitted to

learning and spending the time to do so it will be aggrivating,so believe in yourself work hard and

you can have alot of fun.I made flash cards of the cyrillic alphabet with the english sounds on the

back to help learn pronunciation.Good luck.

This is a standard level one foreign language text. It gets five stars because it met my expectations.

For a more detailed review, please see my review of the workbook with the same title.-Ms. Book

Worm

Came in reasonable shape for what I paid. Materials themselves are good for learning Russian.

Item as expected. Satisfied with purchase.
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